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news

MMIT National Conference,
17th April 2012,
University of Sheffield
Reduced budgets? Increased
impact! Increasing LIS impact
with new technologies
This year’s MMIT National
Conference is being held at the
University of Sheffield, UK, just
after Easter. The programme mixes
stimulating high level keynotes
with very practical workshops on
important current issues in the use
of new ICTs. Other features of the
programme are an opportunity
to put your own questions to an
expert panel and a tour of the
University of Sheffield’s award
winning Information Commons
building (www.shef.ac.uk/
infocommons).

Of course there will also be
plenty of time to network with
colleagues from the many sectors
of LIS work represented in MMIT.

development of new discovery
systems
(http://librarytechnology.org).

Keynote speakers

Our workshops provide an indepth opportunity to engage with
current issues. Dave Pattern from
University of Huddersfield will be
sharing his experience of web scale
discovery tools. Andy Tattersall and
Claire Beecroft from the University
of Sheffield will be talking about
free web applications that can
be used to improve LIS services.
Jon Fletcher from Nottingham
Trent University will be talking
about mobile applications for LIS.
René Meijer, who runs Sheffield’s
Information Commons, will lead a
workshop on the design of space
to support student collaborations
and creative interactions with
digital resources.

Ross Mahon, Apps Edu
Evangelist, from Google, will
be talking about their response
to the new ways people are
communicating and sharing
information and the possibilities
of cloud-based computing. You
can find out more about Ross
and his work at his Google+
profile at: https://plus.google.
com/102308146899364658446/
Marshall Breeding is probably
the most authoritative writer on
library management systems,
well known for his reviews of the
marketplace in the US Library
Journal. He will provide a thought
provoking view on the paradigm
change in the way that LIS
operates - being driven by the

Workshop sessions

Snack it
A series of short five minute
talks by a wide range of speakers
will present practical uses of
technologies to solve real world
problems:
•
Dave Pattern — Discovering
discovery: experiences of
implementing Summon at
Huddersfield
•
Jon Fletcher — In the palm of
their hand: the next step for
the handheld librarian
•
Andy Tattersall and Claire
Beecroft — A free web toolkit
for the modern library
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•

René Meijer — Designing
space and services to support
digital literacies

Enquiries and bookings
Email: mmit2012@sheffield.ac.uk
Conference website:
http://tinyurl.com/5taclmc
Online booking form:
http://tinyurl.com/d6qteh7

Cost: £120 (incl VAT) for MMIT
members; £156 (incl VAT) for non
members. A limited number of
reduced price places are available for
unwaged and students.
You can join MMIT Group for £10 on
top of your Cilip membership or £30
standalone membership.
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news
Back issues of the journal

Electronic only journal

EDGE conference winner

Advice on managing the three top IT trends in 2012

We are pleased to be able to offer
printed back issues of the journal
for sale at £20 each including P&P.
Our printed back issues are
available from February 2009 to
November 2011. If you’d like to
purchase any, contact the editor
on catherine.dhanjal@
theansweruk.com

MmIT journal is electronic only
from 2012. Subscribers are
permitted to print one copy for
their own reading or their own
library. MMIT Group members are
permitted to print one copy for
their own reading.
We request that subscribers and
Group members do not pass the
PDF files onto others.

We are pleased to announce that
the winner of the draw for the free
two day ticket kindly provided by
the EDGE2012 conference in
Edinburgh, Scotland was Elif Varol,
library and e-resources assistant at
The University of Lincoln library.

Global nonprofit IT association,
ISACA, shared recommendations
for managing three of the trends
widely cited to dominate the IT
landscape in 2012: Big Data, the
consumerisation of information
technology (BYOD) and the
growing dominance of mobile
devices.

Win a back issue bundle!
We are offering one lucky reader a
back issue bundle comprising one
copy of each issue from February
2009 to November 2011. Simply
email your details to catherine.
dhanjal@theansweruk.com by
30th April 2012and we will select
the winner at random.

Big Data — Coaxing Order Out
of Chaos

Your input to the journal
We would love to hear your
thoughts about how the journal
should develop in its electronic
medium, please email the editor
with any suggestions:
catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.
com
The March conference is now in its
third year and features many
opportunities to learn from and
meet with speakers, decision
makers and other practitioners
leading the transformation
agenda. These are the change
managers, thought leaders, and
many movers and shakers in
information services, shared
services, content management,
engagement and regeneration.
The conference offers the
chance to find out how others are
making savings and continually
moving forward at less cost with
better services.
http://edgeconference.co.uk
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“Big Data” describes not only the
extremely large volumes of data
being collected by enterprises in
an increasingly connected world,
but also their diverse sources,
including social networks, sensor
networks, customer chat sessions
and more.
“Big Data is going to evolve out
of its ‘shiny new object’ status in
2012. IT leaders will need to figure
out how to coax order out of the
chaos from all those zeroes and
ones, as well as optimize ROI and
manage data privacy,” said Ken
Vander Wal, CISA, CPA,
international president of ISACA.

functions gain flexibility and can
be more productive, but those
devices are typically more difficult
for IT to secure and manage.
“BYOD—or Bring Your Own
Device—is a fast-moving train. IT
departments have to jump on it or
risk getting left at the station,” said
Robert Stroud, CGEIT, CRISC, past
international vice president of
ISACA and vice president,
Innovation and Strategy, CA
Technologies.

Growth in Mobile Equals Growth
in Threats

The Invasion of Consumer
Devices

One of most prominent elements
in the 2012 security landscape will
be the growth of mobile devices,
including everything from
smartphones and tablet
computers to laptops and
Universal Serial Bus (USB) memory
sticks.
“2012 will see a sharp increase
in attacks targeted at mobile
devices, either to exploit them or
use them as an access point to
corporate networks,” said John
Pironti, CISM, CRISC, CISSP,
security advisor, ISACA, and
president, IP Architects.

The consumerisation of IT, marked
by the invasion of employeeowned smartphones and tablet
devices into the workplace, is
predicted to be another major
trend in 2012. Employees who use
their own devices for work

You can download the
Complimentary ISACA whitepaper:
Data Analytics — A Practical
Approach
Visit: www.isaca.org/data-analytics
Twitter: @ISACANews
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This Our Still Life
This Our
Still Life by
Andrew
Kötting
(Gallivant,
Ivul) is a
deliciously
eccentric
portrait of
the remote
tumbledown Pyrenean farmhouse
where the filmmaker, his wife Leila
and daughter Eden have lived on
and off for more than 20 years.
Premiered at the 2011 Venice Film
Festival and released in cinemas by

the BFI last November, it now comes
to DVD on 19 March with three extra
films and a comprehensive booklet.
Last seen in Gallivant (1996) as
a plucky kid touring the coastline
of Britain with her Big Granny,
Eden, who was born with a rare
neurological disease, is now a young
woman aged 23. Here we see her
painting still lifes and singing along
to the radio as the seasons ebb and
flow around her. In the words of
Andrew Kötting:
“Ten years ago Eden and I started
drawing ‘Still Life’ together and I
found that I arrived at a meditative
state of mind through this
process… More often than not we

were living in our isolated Pyrenean
farmhouse when we made these
drawings. The house is called
‘Louyre’ and is up a track deep in the
forest, underneath the shadow of a
very tall mountain. Our lives there
were a million miles away from the
hubbub of London living.
“Eden was a baby when we
moved in so the place is full of
memories. I started to document
our lives together on a Super 8
camera in 1989 and then again
with a cheap digital stills camera in
2004. A portrait of ‘Louyre’ began
to appear, but it wasn’t until the
Christmas of 2006, when I was
watching Stan Brakhage’s Dog Star

Man, that I decided to start editing
the material.”
This lo-fi marvel features music
by Scanner’s Robin Rimbaud and
a range of voices from Kötting’s
sound archive to explore notions
of nostalgia, memory and place.
It evokes a way of life which is
elemental and rudimentary,
unhurried and at odds with the
modern world.
As the seasons revolve, voices
in the filmmaker’s head seem to
question the purpose of existence,
but all attempts to impose meaning
and structure remain inconclusive
and fragmentary. A fairytale
atmosphere is conjured up, not
devoid of sinister or melancholy
undertones, but full of magic and
mystery, riotous colour and the play
of light.
Special features
•
Mapping Perception (2002,
37 mins): a collaboration
between Giles Lane, curator
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•

•

•

and producer, Andrew
Kötting and Mark Lythgoe,
a neurophysiologist at the
Institute of Child Health,
London with the participation
of Eden Kötting
An History of Civilisation (2011,
7 mins): from Southwark Park
in south-east London and with
a backdrop of Canary Wharf,
we observe a May Day Bank
Holiday Fun Fair
Portrait of Eden (2011, 21 mins):
a portrait of Eden Kötting by
Gideon Koppel
32-page illustrated booklet
featuring essays by John
Roseveare, Iain Sinclair and
Sukhdev Sandhu and drawings
by Andrew and Eden Kötting

RRP: £15.99
Cat. no. BFIVD941 / Cert U
UK/2011/colour and black & white
English language
57 mins/DVD9
www.bfi.org.uk/filmstore
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All images: BFI. NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in publicity in connection with the BFI DVD release of This Our Still Life — Andrew Kotting (2011) © Courtesy of BFI

BFI news

BFI news

Forty years
ago, The
Devils caused
outrage
amongst
audiences
and critics
after one of
the longestrunning
battles with the BBFC was resolved
and the film finally opened in
cinemas. Now recognised as a
landmark in British film history, The
Devils finally gets its DVD premiere
on 19 March, released by the BFI in
the original UK X certificate version,
accompanied by a wealth of new
and exciting extra features and a
44-page illustrated booklet.
The death of director Ken Russell,
in November last year, sparked an
outpouring of tributes from both
the film industry and fans. This
2-disc Special Edition release of
what many consider to be
his greatest work is a justly
fitting tribute to one of Britain’s
true mavericks.
The Devils is based on John
Whiting’s stage play and Aldous
Huxley’s novel. In 17th century
France, a promiscuous and divisive
local priest, Urbain Grandier (Oliver
Reed), uses his powers to protect
the city of Loudun from destruction
by the establishment. Soon, he
stands accused of the demonic
possession of Sister Jeanne (Vanessa

Redgrave), whose erotic obsession
with him fuels the hysterical fervour
that sweeps through the convent.
With Ken Russell’s bold and
brilliant direction, magnificent
performances by Oliver Reed
and Vanessa Redgrave, exquisite
Derek Jarman sets and a sublimely
dissonant score by Sir Peter Maxwell
Davies, The Devils stands as a
profound and sincere commentary
on religious hysteria, political
persecution and the corrupt
marriage of church and state.
Special features
•
DVD premiere presentation
of the original UK X certificate
version
•
Newly filmed introduction with
broadcaster and critic Mark
Kermode
•
Audio commentary with Ken
Russell, Mark Kermode, editor
Michael Bradsell and Paul Joyce
•
Hell on Earth (Paul Joyce,
2002, 48 mins): documentary
exploring the film’s production
and the controversy
surrounding its original release
•
Director of Devils (1971, 21
mins): documentary featuring
candid Ken Russell interviews
and unique footage of Sir Peter
Maxwell Davies recording his
celebrated film score
•
Original on-set footage with
commentary by Michael
Bradsell (2012, 7 mins)
•
On-stage Q&A with Ken Russell
(2012, 13 mins) excerpt from
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•

a conversation with Mark
Kermode filmed at the National
Film Theatre in 2004
Amelia and the Angel (1958,
30 mins): Ken Russell’s second
short, made by the BFI’s
Experimental Film Fund; a
delightful mix of religious

•
•
•

allegory and magical fantasy
Original UK trailer
Original US trailer
44-page illustrated booklet
featuring new essays and notes
from Mark Kermode, Craig
Lapper from the BBFC, Michael
Bradsell, Sam Ashby and others

All images: BFI. NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of Ken Russell’s The Devils on DVD. Use in any other product or
service is prohibited. © / credit: Warner Bros.

Ken Russell’s The Devils

RRP: £19.99
Cat. no. BFIVD940/Cert 18
UK/1971/colour
English language with optional
English HoH subtitles
107 mins
www.bfi.org.uk/filmstore
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BFI news

The latest
release in
The Adelphi
Collection
from the BFI
is a delicious
double bill of
effervescent
vintage
comedydrama that brings two more rare
Diana Dors films to DVD for the first
time. The Great Game and Miss Tulip
Stays the Night both star Britain’s
blondest bombshell at her saucy
best.
Goals and glamour go together
in The Great Game (Maurice Elvey,
1953), a high-scoring drama of
football league corruption, shot

on location at Griffin Park, historic
home of Brentford F.C. and even
featuring guest appearances from
some of the team’s players.
With fine performances from
James Hayter as Burnville United’s
unscrupulous team chairman, Thora
Hird as his long-suffering assistant,
and Diana Dors enjoying herself as
man-eating secretary Lulu – not to
mention a splendid eyeball-rolling
turn from Dad’s Army’s John Laurie
— the final result is a nostalgic
Saturday afternoon treat for movie
buffs and football fans alike.
Laughter and thrills mingle in
Miss Tulip Stays the Night (1955)
directed by Leslie Arliss. Gorgeous
Kate Dax (Diana Dors) and her
crime-writer husband, Andrew

(Patrick Holt), investigate the
murder of eccentric spinster Miss
Tulip (Cicely Courtneidge) at a
remote country cottage. With the
help — or hindrance — of bumbling
P.C. Feathers, deftly played by
British comedy legend Jack Hulbert,
will they ever crack their crazy case
and finally figure out whodunit?
The distinguished supporting cast
includes Joss Ambler, Pat TerryThomas and comedy veteran A.E.
Matthews.
Adelphi Films was a small British
company run by Arthur Dent and
his sons that produced more than
thirty films in the 1940s and 1950s
from crime pictures and musicals
to colourful melodramas and
slapstick comedies. Peter Sellers,
Sid James, Diana Dors, Petula Clark,
Ronnie Corbett, Rolf Harris and
Prunella Scales are just some of the
many well-loved performers who
appeared before Adelphi’s cameras
early on in their careers. Adelphi
is now managed by Arthur Dent’s
granddaughter Kate Lees and the
company’s original film materials —
for a long time stored in a suburban
garage in London — are now
safely preserved at the BFI National
Archive. See www.adelphifilms.com

All images: BFI. NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of The Great Game or Miss Tulip Stays the Night on DVD. Use in any
other product or service is prohibited.

Rare Diana Dors films in The Adelphi Collection

RRP: £19.99
Cat. no. BFIVD931 / cert U
UK/1953 & 1955
black & white/
English language
65 mins & 77 mins
www.bfi.org.uk/filmstore
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reviews

Digital skills essential to librarians

3.

... contains detailed case studies on the challenges
and solutions within collection development

By Fieldhouse, Maggie, and Marshall,
Audrey (eds).

London, UK: Facet Publishing; 2011.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-746-3
Price: £49.95; price to CILIP members:
£39.96
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Running throughout the book is
consideration of the way that the role of an
information professional has already changed
due to the influences in the digital age and of
the skillset these roles will require now and in
the future. Opinions on future developments
within collection development and the
implications of these are also offered.
This book is a collection of individually
written chapters within four sections:
1. Collection development concept and
practice, including:
- a literature review of the evolution
of collection development up to the
present day;
- analysis of the recent trends
and changes affecting collection
management processes in the digital
environment, demonstrated with
case studies
2. Developing trends in e-resources,
including:
- an overview of electronic resources
and how they have developed in
the UK FE/HE environment, and

4.

the benefits provided by the Joint
Information Systems Committee (JISC),
e.g. journal price negotiations;
- the provision of eBooks in public
and academic libraries and the issues
these have created (e.g. digital rights
management), also illustrated with
case studies;
- the stewardship and curation of
digital material with respect to the
management of physical collections
Library supply trends, including:
- a review of technology-driven
changes to procurement for academic
librarians and solutions to increase
access to the ever-growing volume of
information with decreasing funds;
- review of acquisition outsourcing
and the associated implications
for collection management in
public libraries
- open-access business models and the
current and projected effects of these
on academic publishing regarding
practical and technological issues,
e.g. copyright;
- the growth of institutional
repositories (IRs), the practical
problems they create, (e.g. versioning)
and how they have brought the
collection development and the
research community together
Maintaining an effectual collection,
including:
- what is a collection development
policy and why is it still required?
- how to create a collection
development policy, illustrated with
existing library policies;
- the decreased use of librarians by
researchers and how this can be

mitigated by embedding information
literacy (IL) tools in library resources;
- the failure of policymakers to
acknowledge the increased need for
IL in our information rich society and
how IL is being taught currently

Photo: © Grafvision | Dreamstime.com

reviews

The digital age has brought many direct
and indirect challenges to libraries and
their collections. This book looks at recent
developments in collection development
in response to these challenges and at the
ways that these changes have affected
traditional collection strategies and policies.
Underpinning these developments is the
huge increase in information available to
us all and the continued importance of
librarians teaching users how to find high
quality relevant information.

The contributors are from all areas of the
collection development field including library
service managers from public and academic
libraries, academic publishers and academics,
mainly UK-based but also including some US
colleagues. Each chapter is well-referenced
with sources including the UK government
and UK national bodies. As the tome also
includes detailed case studies on solutions to
the challenges facing collection development
in the digital environment, I think it will
also be of benefit to all those involved with
collection development and management in
all types of library.

John Bottomley
LIS student
University of Sheffield
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Retrieving information from highly complex databases & search engines
This book explores a whole range of
approaches to information retrieval (IR).
As a user, both interested in and currently
researching the efficiency and accuracy of
‘discovery’ tools, I came seeking to learn
about the current state of the IR art. I actually
got more than I bargained for, being jolted
out of my rather narrow field of interest
(‘expert’ or ‘domain specialist’ search) to
consider the likes of collaborative tagging to
aid social navigation.

Who knows what happens under the surface of
modern commercial web engines?

By Foster, Allen and Rafferty, Pauline (eds).
London, UK: Facet Publishing; 2011.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-697-8
Price: £44.95; price to CILIP members:
£35.96
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It is sometimes easy to look at IR in a
rather clinical fashion and consider only
the quickest and cleanest way of finding
information exactly matched to needs
whereas, some users are seeking other
people, with similar interests, on the basis
that they will be connected to the same
resources or will have used the same tags to
categorise them.
It should be said that I did not read this
book in the order in which the chapters are
presented. One of the good things about
each chapter being self-contained is that you
can dip in and out according to preference.
Paradoxically, arguments that most captured
my interest turned up in chapters I thought I
would be least interesting!
A slight disappointment is that the book
contains a good deal of reportable research
that’s yet to lead to practical conclusion.
For example, it would be wonderful to have
an intertextual linking method for fiction,
enabling the non-expert user to see other
books that are related to the one they’ve just

read – via subject matter or action, course
of events or social relations, setting, place
or time or even emotional experience – but
there isn’t. It seems too difficult a problem
to solve elegantly and too complex for
information professionals to implement
without enormous injection of time
and effort.
Tempting as it is to do a chapter-bychapter breakdown, I’ve restricted myself to
highlighting just three:
•
‘Classification Revisited’ – having been
in the library world for many years, I
thought I understood classification but
this chapter provides a learned treatise
both on the methods in common use
and on some that are not common but
nevertheless ingenious and ought to be
more widely used. It does not shy away
from stating the inherent limitations
of any classification system and also
considers the application of classification
theory to finding digital materials in
information space.
•
‘Assessing Web Search Engines’ – most
Google or Yahoo! users have no notion
of mean average precision, recall and
F-measures and no patience to scroll
past the second page of results. So, given
the prolific use of Google in academia,
it is a little disturbing to learn that a) hit
count estimates, for the same search,
fluctuate markedly over time and b) web
pages known to exist and known to be
relevant to the query are sometimes
‘forgotten’ and absent from the search
results. Modern commercial web search
engines are highly complex systems with
vast social and commercial significance.
What happens under the surface is not
known and the user base has no control

Photo: © Spela Znidarsic | Dreamstime.com
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•

over the search, indexing, relevance
ranking and reporting algorithms they
employ. What is to be done?
‘Digital information interaction’ as
semantic navigation – if you are
interested in how to improve the
efficiency of user navigation through
information space, so that they find
meaningful routes more easily and alight
on relevant materials more quickly and
if you consider that leaving a trail for
others to follow might be valuable, you
will find the unpacking of this chapter
title very rewarding. There are clear
implications for the way information
environments should be designed.

This review first appeared in LIR Vol 35,
No 111 (2011)
Iain Dunbar
General Manager,
UK Operations
LAC Group
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Ballpoint pen meets audio recorder in Livescribe’s Echo Smartpen
The Livescribe Echo Smartpen is an ingenious
amalgamation of audio recorder and
ballpoint pen in one small device which
together can make and store copies, as
digital files, of both voice recordings and
handwritten notes. These can be played
back, of course, but more importantly can
be transferred to computer for any required
manipulation.
The Smartpen looks like a thickerthan-usual pen, with a plastic and rubber
construction, the half towards the point
being rubber and providing a really
comfortable grip. The ‘sharp end’ is protected
with a plastic cap which was difficult to
remove. Although this adds to the security
of the tip, there is no means of storing the
cap on the pen, so it is easily lost, the tip
again becoming vulnerable. This is important
because the tip encloses an infra-red camera
as well as the ballpoint – it is the camera
which records the tracking of the ballpoint
on the paper, so it is essential to maintain its
accuracy. A spare cap is included with the
pen, showing that Livescribe are aware of
the problem, but this only solves it once.
The plastic section of the body contains
the microphone and internal memory of
either 4 or 8GB, as well as the incorporated,
rechargeable battery. This is recharged via a
USB connection – the micro-USB connector
is in the ‘rear end’ of the pen, furthest
from the tip. It provides full connectivity
to a computer’s USB input. There is also a
23x6mm LED screen which shows the pen’s
status. A full charge of the pen gives 5 to 6
hours recording of concurrent audio and
text and more than twice this of text only. It
should be noted that battery performance
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will be affected by choice
of audio quality – low,
medium or high - and
microphone sensitivity,
which can be set for small
or large rooms or left on
automatic. There is no
means of filtering out
unwanted noise, so much
so that the author found
the sound of the pen
writing notes or drawing
was also recorded and
interfered considerably
with audio quality,
when trying to produce
synchronised audio with
text. The user’s own
breathing, sniffing or any
incidental contact with
the pen, as well as noise generated by others
in close proximity, was also recorded.

the Livescribe Echo Smartpen with its
accompanying software is quite simply brilliant
Essential to any pen is some form of
writing surface and the same is true of the
Smartpen, but the paper also needs to be
‘smart’ and it is. Livescribe’s special dot
paper has hundreds of tiny dots printed all
over it. The infrared camera in the pen’s tip
takes 72 photographs of the paper every
second. The camera captures a 36-dot grid,
which the software then deciphers to give
pin-point coordinates for the pen’s position.
The positional information that is recorded
is turned into the digital version of your
document, perfectly tracking the movements
of the Smartpen as you write and draw with
it. Yes, drawings too are recorded and when

audio recordings are made whilst writing
notes, the special paper allows the two to
be synchronised. Pre-printed icons on the
paper sheets act as ‘radio buttons’: tap on the
‘Record’ button and the microphone will start
recording audio until you pause or stop it,
using the appropriate buttons. You can play
back an audio recording and jump to specific
positions in the audio track. There
are buttons which allow you to adjust
playback speed and volume, while standard,
financial and scientific calculators are also
available in dot-paper form and appear inside
the front cover of the notebooks in which the
paper is supplied – inside the back there’s a
QWERTY keyboard!
The steps into and the results of a
calculation are shown on the pen’s screen.
The obvious application is to record
a lecture or talk and write notes as it
proceeds – the audio and written text will
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you can convert handwritten notes to editable text
Other useful functions are available
through the use of the Livescribe Connect
Premium software, included with the 4GB
or 8GB Smartpen packages. All of the
handwritten notes and drawings, as well as
audio recordings, can be sent as .pdf files
or pencasts directly to a recipient’s email,
smartphone or iPad or to a Facebook page
or Googledocs. Finally, as if all of this is not
enough, you can even print your own smart
paper, though you will need a colour laser
printer that is Adobe PostScript-compatible
and has a print resolution of 600 dpi
or greater.
The Livescribe Echo Smartpen with its
accompanying software is quite simply
brilliant, but it is a highly specialised product
that needs special ink refills as well as special
paper. Its particular attributes are of course
reflected in its price overall, so it may not be
appropriate to recommend it to students,
even though it may be of benefit to them.
be synchronised. It is also possible to record
the talk via the microphone, paying full
attention to what is being said and then to
add text notes later while playing back the
audio from the pen. These notes too will be
fully synchronised with the audio. You can
also add bookmarks in either case to help
navigate quickly to a particular section of a
recording. Again, by turning on the pen and
not tapping the ‘start recording’ button, you
can make notes without audio and then start
recording in the usual way if you need to.
Similarly, you can record audio only without
using the special paper – press and hold the
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pen’s power button for about 6 seconds until
the recording timer appears on the screen.
Turn off the pen to stop. Later you can play
back the audio while writing notes on dot
paper and the two will synchronise.
You will no doubt want to convert your
handwritten notes to text and for this you
will need to purchase a software package
called MyScript for Livescribe, which lets you
send handwritten notes directly from the
Livescribe Desktop for conversion to editable
text. It also converts drawings and tables into
printable forms. Your edited results can be
saved as files or sent directly to your word

Visit: www.livescribe.com/uk
Livescribe pens are available from Amazon,
Currys, Maplin, MicroAnvika and PC World.
The 4GB pen is between £109 and £219
including VAT, though the RRP is £150, VAT
inc. Replacement refills are usually available
online in packs of five, at around £5 per pack,
while 4 x A4 ruled paper notebooks will cost
around £15. MyScript for Livescribe seems only
to be found online at www.visionobjects.com
priced at about £30. Both pen and software
are extremely easy to install and set up and PC
users will need:

For Livescript:
600MHz CPU or higher
300MB free space
Windows XP with SP3 or Windows Vista or
Windows 7
Internet connection for software download
USB 2.0 port
For MyScript
1GHz CPU or higher
37Mb free space
Screen resolution: 1024x768 minimum
Windows XP with SP3 or Windows Vista or
Windows 7
Recommended RAM: 512 Mb
Livescribe desktop version2.1 or higher
installed: Internet connection for application
activation.
For Connect Premium
System required as Livescript above, plus
Smartpen firmware version 2.7 or later
Active internet connection for transmitting
pencasts via email etc.

Ken Cheetham,
Student Support
Disabilities Unit,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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If you are looking for a scanner with an
automatic document feeder, then I highly
recommend the Plustek SmartOffice
PS286. The Plustek SmartOffice PS286
Plus workgroup class document scanner
has a small size and the footprint of the
SmartOffice PS286 Plus make it appropriate
for office, front desk or portable scanning
tasks. What I immediately liked about this
scanner was how neatly it folds up and the
smart carry bag which it comes with to allow
you to easily carry the scanner off-site.

built to scan documents from ID cards to A3 and
mixed batches without sorting...

Image: © Sergei Popov | Dreamstime.com

The 50-page automatic document feeder
and 1500 page per day duty cycle tell you
this scanner is built to scan documents in any
application requiring frequent document and
rigid card scanning. The SmartOffice PS286
Plus is designed to scan business documents
up to 14” long and rigid cards, such as ID
cards and drivers licenses, up to 1.2mm thick,
without operator adjustments. A3 sized
documents can also be scanned using the

A3 scan mode and included A3 protection
jacket. Mixed batches of documents can
be scanned without sorting thanks to the
class leading paper handling and image
processing. The single touch buttons
automate up to nine different scanning jobs
including: scan to searchable PDF, save to
folder on your network or your computer,
scan to email, scan to an application, scan
to printer.
Photo: © Jo Ann Snover | Dreamstime.com

Plustek SmartOffice PS286 Plus scanner — comes highly recommended

the scanner neatly folds up into a smart carry bag
to allow you to easily carry it off-site
The makers claim that the built-in image
processing insures the highest image
quality, reduces rescans, and increases
OCR accuracy. The software productivity
suite included featuring ABBYY FineReader
Sprint, allows you to easily create and
manage searchable PDFs. Industry standard
TWAIN drivers combined with TIF, JPG, PDF
and Microsoft Office file formats ensure
compatibility with thousands of scanning
and imaging programs.
Compared to the earlier features of the
Plustek PS282, the PS286 Plus is faster at
duplex scan speed (50 images/minute),

scanning to FTP via DocAction and has
the ability to scan A3 sized documents via
internal image stitching. The advanced image
enhancement automatically straightens and
rotates pages, adjusts brightness, and crops
images to minimize file size and increase OCR
accuracy. It is also Energy Star certified. The
best price online was £265.

Visit: http://plustek.com/uk/
The site lists UK retailers under ‘where to buy’
Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in
Computer Science,
University of Ulster
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Claire Bell, multimedia
librarian at the Media Centre,
Aberdeen Central Library, won
the free place for an MMIT
Group member to attend the
Internet Librarian International
(ILI) conference in London in
November. She reports on
her findings.
Though never the sole topic of any
one presentation, the watchword (or rather words) of the
conference seemed to be QR Codes.
A QR code (Quick Response code) is the square barcode
that has recently begun to appear everywhere from
billboards to face cream packs, business cards to cupcakes.
Their popularity is linked with the rise of smartphones that
often come with a QR code scanning device installed or
available for download. When the code is scanned the user is
directed to a website or other application designed to work
with the code. They are a cheap and easy way to direct the
user to more information on a product or service without the
user having to remember lots of detail, for example, a long
URL. With clever use, QR codes can provide libraries with an
inexpensive and simple means of providing an enhanced
service and increased access to resources. For an introduction
to the use of QR codes in libraries please refer to the article by
Jon Fletcher in the August 2010 issue of the MmIT journal1.
Examples of the ways in which libraries are using QR
codes were scattered throughout the conference. A quick
search of Google and YouTube throws up even more uses
and the Library Success Wiki2 is a veritable font of ideas. The
code may lead the user straight to the library website or to
a YouTube video. It may allow the user to book a room or
to automatically send an email, for example to request an
interlibrary loan. The list is long. Yet as one speaker at ILI 2011
pointed out, only a few library practitioners creating these
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barcodes had ever scanned one themselves. In addition,
some of these activities using barcodes mean that the user
may never need to set foot in the library, and it is important
that this interaction is recorded in some way. However,
throughout the conference there was very little mention of
statistics for use of the codes and their success rate. Were they
achieving the goals that they set out to achieve? In Aberdeen
City Libraries we have been experimenting with QR codes
but discovered that the codes were rarely scanned. So after
the conference, to discover whether or not we were alone
in this, and what we could do about it, I sent out a request
for help using the Jiscmail service. Many people were very
helpful and quickly replied. The days of chivalry are not yet
over! There were several examples of the use of QR codes to
promote resources but, as with ILI 2011, few monitored use.
Those who did came up with some excellent pointers which
are outlined below3. So far, consensus seems to be that until
the general public become more aware of QR codes and
how to use them, scans of QR codes will remain low. This is
further supported by research into use of QR codes amongst
students by the M-Library Project4. Aberdeen City Libraries is
not alone.
In the meantime, use of the codes can create other,
sometimes unforeseen benefits. Incorporation of QR
codes into the work of the library shows that information
professionals are proactively embracing new technology. This
might sound ridiculous but is actually quite important. QR
codes might join the flotsam and jetsam of the technical age,
but then again they might be here to stay. They are cheap
and easy to use and provide many creative ways of engaging
the public with our services and resources. It is well worth the
effort to explore their potential for your service.

Joanne John of OCLC models the Enquire www.askalibrarian.org.uk t-shirt at Umbrella 2011

QR codes & Internet Librarian International 2011

QR codes are a cheap and easy way to direct the user
to more information on a product or service
•

How to capture scans for your QR codes:
•

www.bwscan.com/ and http://qreateandtrack.com/ not
only generate QR codes but will track the number of
scans of the code.

•

If you have a Google Analytics account already, use it.
The URL builder will help you keep track of scans of
your code (http://tinyurl.com/dykpkcl). This also frees
you from the necessity of only using those QR code
generators which have in-built analytic tools and keeps
more of your statistics in the one location.
If you create a QR code to promote a certain service but
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www.qrchocolates.com

from Nikki
Agoratsios
and Gabrielle
Gardiner,
University of
Technology,
Sydney6.)

And finally, the
biggest tip of
them all...
publish that code in a myriad of places, you can keep
track of which manifestation generates hits by adding
code onto the end of your URL before you create the
QR code. For example: /?flier. The word ‘flier’ can be
replaced with any keyword to indicate which QR code
was scanned and where.

•

Do not restrict yourself to paper codes. QR codes can
be added to anything. For example, Joanne John5 (see
image on previous page) has printed a QR code on the
back of a t-shirt to advertise the Enquire Service
www.askalibrarian.org.uk.
Whatever you add your QR code to, ensure that you leave
a white edge around the code otherwise older phones
may struggle to scan. 75mm should be plenty.
Personalise the QR code by adding the company logo or
a slogan. For instructions on how to do this see: http://
qreateandtrack.com/2011/01/05/adding-an-image-to-aqr-code/
If your QR code directs the user to a website, make sure
the site is compatible with most mobile phone devices
and entices the reader to look at the product rather than
leaving them with a ‘so what?’ feeling.
And finally the best place for a QR code is the back of
a toilet cubicle door! (This is based on usage statistics

•

Tips and tricks
•

•

Use short URLs: if the URL that the code is pointing to is
long, shorten it. This makes a less busy looking QR code
which is easier to scan. Http://bitly.com or
http://tinyurl.com/ can help you do this. Bit.ly can also be
used to gather statistics on hits using the shortened URL,
however, it does not let you know whether this is the QR
code manifestation of the shortened code, or the URL
used elsewhere.
QR codes do not always have to be black. Several sites
allow you to make coloured QR codes or codes with
textured effects. For example, see
http://rasoftwarefactory.com/qr-generator/

usage statistics from Australia show the best place
for a QR code is the back of a toilet door...
•

If possible, provide an explanation of how to use the QR
code beside or near the code. Many people seeing the
code may not know what it is or how to download or
access a QR code reader application on their phones.
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•

•

•

If awareness of QR
codes among your
users is low, train
them yourselves!
Provide clear
guidance to users
on what QR codes are, what devices can scan codes and how
to download the relevant software.
At Charles Darwin University in Northern Territory,
Australia, librarians combined an orientation programme with
education in QR codes. QR codes were built into a treasure
hunt which took place both on-campus and online. The
latter enabled distance students to take part too. Each code
contained the clue to the location of the next code. Students
without smartphones were able to take part using posters
with clues rather than a code. Both staff and students had fun
and found out about the library and a new technology.
Claire can be contacted on: c.beecroft@sheffield.ac.uk
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Prezi: a gift for the modern information professional!
Claire Beecroft, a university
teacher and information
specialist at the School of Health
and Related Research (ScHARR),
University of Sheffield, shares
her love of Prezi, an online tool
that makes presenting ideas,
multimedia resources and
messages, easy, effective
and stylish
‘Prezi’— the name may conjure up thoughts of birthdays
and Christmas, but it is quickly becoming a byword for
vibrant, lively, engaging and stylish presentations. Prezi is a
(predominantly) free, cloud-based tool that allows users to
take a novel approach to creating presentations, mapping out
ideas and perhaps most of all ‘telling a story’.
Instead of creating PowerPoint-style ‘slides’, with a Prezi,
text, images, video and hyperlinks are added onto an almost
infinite ‘canvas’. Ideas can be plotted in a ‘mind map’ or
spider-diagram format and adding images and video is
simple and fast. With Prezi, the conventional chronology of
a slideshow is dispensed with, to be replaced by a kind of
virtual pin board or scrapbook of ideas, notes and resources
that can be linked together in any order via a ‘path’, enabling
the complete Prezi to be presented with a few clicks of
your mouse.
Adding any kind of content to your Prezi is very intuitive,
simply click your mouse anywhere on the canvas and start
typing to add text. Any content you add can be moved,
resized, spun around or edited via the ‘zebra’ tool - a stripy
wheel that appears when content is clicked on. It is a very
intuitive tool to use and encourages users to make full use
of the amazing functionality that Prezi offers. Since I started
using Prezi in 2010, the service has developed and improved
considerably, with the addition of a range of beautiful fonts,
and the ability to either add readymade ‘themes’ to your
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Prezi, or to go the other way and fine-tune every detail of your
Prezi to put your own personal stamp on it. Other tools such
as shapes, highlighters and charts can now be added with a
click or two.

making a Prezi encourages and fosters your creativity
(even if you think you don’t have any)
Prezi describes itself as the ‘zooming presentation editor’
and it’s the ability to ‘zoom in’ on content within a Prezi that
lies at the heart of this unique tool. Zooming in and out of

items in a Prezi is done with a simple gesture — usually via
the scroll wheel on a mouse or by swiping up and down on a
trackpad. Each item in a Prezi can be re-sized to make it either
more prominent, or almost invisible when viewing the Prezi
as a whole. This enables users to ‘hide’ content such as text,
images or a video, within other content, and then ‘reveal’ it as
the presentation progresses — so a piece of text such as the
word ‘video’ could have an embedded video hidden away in
the dot of the ‘i’! This might sound strange, but it makes for a
fantastic effect when the Prezi is finally presented.
The ability to zoom into a presentation is what sets Prezi
apart from PowerPoint. Although there is a PowerPoint add-
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in called Zoomit that does a similar job, I’d argue that the
effect in Prezi is considerably more sophisticated, flexible and
easy on the eye. The zoom function is what makes it such an
important tool for information professionals. How many times
have you sat watching a slideshow which contains images,
graphics or even text that can’t be properly viewed as it is
simply too small or too detailed - no matter how much it has
been enlarged to ‘fill’ a slide? With Prezi, all the content can
be ‘zoomed’ in on in almost microscopic detail. This means
that if you are, for instance, teaching a group of users how
to search a tool such as Google Scholar, you can embed a
‘screengrab’ of a search results page in your Prezi and then
zoom in and around it, drawing students’ attention to smaller
features and details such as ‘times cited’ — it can make
the contents of your presentation much more useful and
engaging. This is especially important when teaching; holding
students’ attention, especially in lecture theatres, is always
challenging, but I’ve found that Prezi makes a real impact
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and grabs students’ attention in a way that conventional
slideshows generally do not. Part of the reason for this is the
dynamic flow of the Prezi, where ideas link together more
logically, and it is partly due to the way that ‘zooming’ really
commands the students’ focus and attention, but I think it is
also due to the lack of reliance on text. It is, of course, usually
necessary to include some text in any presentation, but Prezi
really makes you stop and think “What words do I really need
here? Could an image, video or audio do a better job?” If you
are the kind of person who tends to read from slides and
uses them as a ‘crutch’, using Prezi might feel like having the
rug pulled from under your feet, but feel the fear and try it
anyway — it could just be the catalyst to becoming a more
engaging teacher.
So, is Prezi the death knell for PowerPoint? No, probably
not - there are still times when a simple slideshow can be
effective, but how do you choose which tool to use? When
deciding if Prezi is the right tool for a particular job, it might
help to think about an analogy a former colleague of mine
made, that Prezi is like TV — the camera cuts between
‘scenes’ and zooms in and out of the action to tell the story
and draw the viewer’s attention towards specific details. Do
you want to present some basic factual information, or do
you want to tell a story? If it’s the latter, Prezi can help!
Making a Prezi is so much more fun than creating a
PowerPoint - I’ve found that it really encourages and fosters
your creativity (even if you think you don’t have any!),
and frees your mind from the tyranny of the bullet point! I
make a lot of use of images in my Prezis, often using them
as a background for all the other content - and remember
that tools like ‘Wordle’ (www.wordle.net) can turn text into
attractive and intriguing images that work well in a Prezi,
something I used to good effect in a Prezi to promote a new
online Masters course a year or so ago: http://prezi.com/
nqsxbjsk9olw/ihta-wordle-prezi-version-for-editing/.
Because Prezi is an incredibly visual medium, you’ll need
to acquaint yourself with some of the many online resources
of images and video that you can be used, legally, within
your Prezi. The most obvious one of these is the collection of
images within the online photo-sharing tool Flickr that are
licensed via Creative Commons and can therefore be freely

used, though usually with attribution to the owner of the
image. For video, YouTube is your best bet as Prezi automates
the process of adding content from this site — you simply
paste the URL of your chosen video onto the Prezi canvas and
within a second or two an embedded video appears, ready to
play. It’s a great example of just how easy Prezi is to use.

Prezi is an incredibly visual medium
There’s a wide variety of applications of Prezi, outside of the
conventional ‘presentation’. I recently used Prezi to create an
online Advent Calendar to send to colleagues. Prezi enabled
me to embed YouTube videos on a wide variety of topics
related to Web 2.0, into a picture of a Christmas Tree, and to
set up a short ‘path’ each day to lead viewers to the video for
that day of December: http://prezi.com/vlonv0yctcfb/web20the-all-new-partially-ir-advent-calendar/. I also created a
Prezi to demonstrate the concept of the ‘decision tree’ for a
Masters course on Economic Modelling at ScHARR:
http://prezi.com/ahixg0lprpfm/decision-tree/.
Prezi is also increasingly being used for CVs, especially in
the creative industries. I’ve done something similar myself
when asked to do a presentation to colleagues about how
my teaching role has evolved. http://prezi.com/-ukrav6fsxh5/
those-who-can-do-but-they-should-also-teach/.
To give you a quick taste of the variety of applications of
Prezi, how easy it is to use and just how good a Prezi can look,
below are links to two of the best:
•
‘It’s (almost) too cool’ by Thompson Vou
http://prezi.com/pygqnf52qanz/its-almost-too-cool/
•
‘Academy: 10 ways to say it with prezi’ by Adam SomlaiFischer http://prezi.com/rhmtbwld0cvy/academy-10ways-to-say-it-with-prezi/
So, I’ve done my best to sell you Prezi, but the proof is in
the pudding. Prezi is free (though you can pay for additional
storage space and access to an offline editor), so you have
nothing to lose by trying it out yourself. Go to Prezi.com,
register for an account, and try it!
Claire can be contacted on: c.beecroft@sheffield.ac.uk
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Simple strategies for getting your work noticed

“It ain’t what you do, it’s the way
that you do it,” goes the old Ella
Fitzgerald song. True enough — but the real wisdom is in
the last line: “That’s what gets results.” Many people
struggle to get decision makers to read their reports or
to grab prospective clients with their presentations – not
because the message has no value but because they fail
to use the versatile packages at their disposal to get that
message across.
Open up a new document using standard word processing
software and the chances are that the font defaults to 11
point Arial and the margins are set at 2.54 cm all round. It’s
so easy to start typing that crucial report without considering
that it might be the tenth such document that its intended
reader has had to wade through that day, and that all the
reading experiences are blurring together because there’s
been nothing to differentiate them visually.

....a little creativity helps your work get noticed
So making documents look good on the page isn’t an
optional extra; it’s an essential part of the drafting process.
There is, of course, no substitute for actually using a
professional designer, so anyone whose organisation has
access to a design team — perhaps in the public relations
department — would do well to befriend the experts and
glean from them what advice they can.
But failing that, time spent studying what makes
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professionally designed documents look professional is
time well invested. Most professional page layouts can be
reproduced in some form using standard word processing
packages — and, once created and saved either as a template
or a “shell” document, the layout can be populated with new
content over and over.

Differentiating your documents
Here are three simple techniques to consider.
•
Columns allow a lot of text to be squeezed into a small
space without having lines that are too long to read
easily or a page that looks impenetrable and off-putting.
Using columns makes it possible to reduce the margin
widths all round and take the font size down a point or
so, while still leaving the text comfortably readable. Using
both techniques together, it’s possible in very round
figures to get about a third more text on a page with two
columns than it is where the text runs the full width. So if
a boss insists that reports should never be more than two
sides, using columns offers almost three pages’ worth of
space while still sticking to the rules. Shorter lines make
it much easier to skim read a document too, so the boss
may well read more of the content before switching
off — especially if it looks refreshingly different from the
run-of-the-mill report.
•
Dropped top margins with wide line spacing give
documents an uncluttered look, providing a suitable
layout for a relatively small quantity of text. Three short
paragraphs occupying the top half of a page may convey
the message but frequently lack impact. So why waste
the bottom half when spreading the text over the
whole page can both add elegance to the document
and increase the likelihood that the reader will take the
message seriously? The deep top margin also offers the
opportunity for inserting further visually interesting
material — a headline or title in a complementary font, a
logo and strapline — even a graph or chart highlighting

Image: © Paul Prescott | Dreamstime.com

It’s scarcely rocket science
to make bog standard word
processing or presentation
packages look good on the page
or screen — but few people
seem to take advantage of the
versatility they offer, says Tim
Buckley Owen
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a key point made in the text.
Concealed tables probably offer the greatest scope
for turning a humble word processed document into
a professional-looking offering. Once a table has been
inserted, it’s possible to remove any or all of the border
lines, so the reader isn’t necessarily aware that they’re
looking at a table at all. Meanwhile the text and other
elements — headings, graphs and charts, diagrams,
illustrations, logos, screenshots — remain in a stable
position no matter what subsequent amendments are
made to the table. So it’s possible to insert additional
rows or vary the widths of the columns in each row,
without affecting the relative positioning of the
elements that are already there. Using this technique
it’s possible, for example, to put the body text over
towards the right and have what looks like a wide
left hand margin to accommodate visual elements as
required, and to provide some white space for the reader
to make marginal notes. A concealed table also provides
a great structure for a newsletter, offering far more
design flexibility than a simple column layout can,
and without the need
for pesky section
breaks every
time the layout
changes.

Photo: © Phil Date | Dreamstime.com

Banishing boring
bulletpoints
But if dull reports
can turn readers
off, that’s nothing
compared to the
sense of ennui that
screen after screen of
boring bulletpoints
can induce. Just
because a standard
presentation package
offers a range of preset screen layouts
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there’s no rule saying that a presenter has to use them.
Everyone’s been at a conference where one presentation
has stood out because the speaker has used their
presentation package creatively — and what a refreshing
change it makes.

dull reports can turn readers off... page after page of
boring bulletpoints can induce a sense of ennui
So, treating the presentation as simply an onscreen
version of the speaker’s notes isn’t an option. Instead, it’s
far better to regard each frame as a blank canvas, onto
which visual elements can be placed wherever they’ll grab
the most attention, and be animated in ways that will have
the greatest impact. It’s probably a bit more difficult to get
in-house advice on presentation than on document design
— so it’s worth paying close attention to how professional
television presenters use background graphics.
They never rely on text alone. Instead, they will use
a visually interesting background for their captions, to
convey the character and context of the story as well as the
facts. So a report on the economy may have a composite
image of money, factories and the Bank of England behind
it; a political report may include an image of Parliament
and pictures of the politicians involved; and a report on a
social issue may have an image of carers for children or the
elderly, or a close-up of illegal drug making equipment.
Out on location, TV journalists will use an appropriate
surface onto which to project the few words and phrases
they need — a brick wall for a report on graffiti, a football
pitch for a sports report, the side of a military vehicle for a
report on defence.
A standard presentation package allows any presenter
to do the same. They can create backgrounds using
purchased royalty-free images or their own photographs.
Even an indifferent photographer can produce an effective
background by cropping from a poor photo the one
element that actually works. Then it’s just a question of
superimposing the variable elements — text boxes for such
captions as are necessary, simple diagrams created using

Image: © Stuart Miles | Dreamstime.com
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the on-board drawing tools, animated graphs or charts
using the chart creation software provided with standard
spreadsheet packages. The crucial thing is to get into a
mindset of thinking visually.
A lot of work for a dubious return? Hardly. Techniques such
as these require some investment in experimentation time,
but none in expensive new software. Just a little poking round
among some of the lesser used buttons and tabs on standard
business software packages can pay handsome dividends in
terms of getting your work noticed.
Tim Buckley Owen is an independent writer and information
skills trainer
www.buckleyowen.com
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Beyond Outlook: the concept of enquiry tracking software

I come across many information
centres using Outlook or other email applications to ‘manage’
their enquiries. The enquiry staff are very diligent in making it
work. For example, there may be a centralised inbox to which
enquirers are encouraged to send their requests. Enquiry
staff have a process for dealing with those enquiries perhaps
in date order and handing over unfinished enquiries to the
next person on duty. This article shows the problems with this
approach and how enquiry tracking software can help you to
improve your service in many ways.

enquiry handlers can spend two or three days a
month just entering data
Firstly, email is not the only method that enquirers use
to ask questions. Enquiries could happen as walk ups,
‘phone calls, via a web form, through a chat room or by
SMS. How are these enquiries being managed? Email is ideal
for communicating with enquiry service users but it is just
one communication medium. How does the team leader
coordinate a consistent approach across these different
mediums and perhaps multiple inboxes? How are deadlines
managed and service level agreements monitored if there
is no view of all the enquiries in the pipeline? Are all the
enquiries from all sources recorded? How do enquiry staff
find similar work that has been done in the last few months?
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An inbox is difficult to search even if you are highly organised
and if there is no single repository then you cannot search
across all enquiries. Moreover you cannot offer a searchable
knowledge base to your users.
Perhaps the biggest drawback of managing enquiries
through Outlook is that emails are not data. For this reason
Outlook is often combined with an in-house database or
spreadsheet to record some key facts about enquiries.
Enquiry handlers often find they don’t have time to fill this
in as they are focused on fulfilling requests or it is done after
the enquiry and may not be accurate. Enquiry handlers can
spend two or three days per month entering data. Depending
on how developed the application is, enquiry staff may have
to repeat such details as name, department, cost codes, etc.,
when they enter data, which is a waste of time.

make it easy for people to submit questions
But why does this all matter? Well the key reason is
statistics. Library managers need statistics to know how and
where the enquiry service needs improving and to prove their
value to the wider organisation especially during a recession.
In recognition of these problems, some organisations will
try to solve them by developing an in-house database or
imposing the use of an IT help desk system on the enquiry
service. While these measures go some way to providing
a single repository, an in-house database will not usually
integrate with the email system and IT help desk systems are
often described as inflexible, overly complicated and not fit
for the enquiry desk process. Integration with all possible
means of submitting enquiries is essential to achieve a single
repository for all enquiries. By using the dedicated enquiry
tracking software at three different levels: the enquiry desk
staff, the enquiry team leader and the director, the statistical
information should be produced efficiently as part of the
enquiry work process, starting with the point of collection.

Image: © Mario Lopes | Dreamstime.com

Enquiry tracking software can
help make enquiry handling,
tracking and management much
more efficient, and provide
statistics which can allow library
managers to illustrate the value
of the service and to identify
where the enquiry service can be
improved, explains Penny Bailey
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processing enquiries and meeting deadlines and are often
very conscientious in this respect. How does enquiry software
help them? If managers are going to wean enquiry handlers
off Outlook then they need to offer a comparable tool for
communicating as efficiently as possible with their users.
This is why integration with email and text messaging (SMS)
is vital. The enquiry system needs to be set up to capture
emails, SMS and web form submissions. The enquiry software
also needs to provide a messaging service so that enquiry

Image: © Liliya Kulianionak | Dreamstime.com

Let’s start with the enquirer: they want to be able to submit
enquiries by their preferred method, at the moment the
question pops into their head, and from wherever they
happen to be. They don’t want to have to login to an
application to submit their enquiry. One enquiry service
suffered a 50 percent decrease in enquiries when they
introduced enquiry software that required users to login
and fill in a web form — this was the only way to submit an

enquiry. So the lesson is: make it easy for people to submit
questions. Users may also wish to follow the progress on
enquiries or re-read the answer to a question they have
submitted in the past. It may also be useful if users could
search a knowledge base of answers to questions from other
users that are not private. Enquiry software can provide this
end user functionality that would be impossible to provide
using Outlook + database.
Enquiry handlers are quite rightly focused on answering/
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tools such a timer allow staff to easily and accurately
record time taken to deal with enquiries

handlers can respond to the enquirer by email or SMS to
acknowledge receipt, ask for more information and send
answers. The messages can then be associated with the rest of
the enquiry data and be visible to anyone looking back at the
enquiry or in a handover situation. If the messaging service
is part of handling of an enquiry and not a separate process,
then there is more likelihood of enquiry handlers entering
complete and accurate statistics as they go.
That leaves ‘phone calls and walk-ups to be entered by the
enquiry handler. Some walk-ups and ‘phone calls are very
quick taking one or two minutes to complete. These need
a quick counter to capture a few details, perhaps not even
bothering with a user identity and choosing an enquiry type
from a menu and a default time in one minute time slots. This
ensures that these quick enquiries are recorded and some
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Enquiries arriving by electronic means can automatically
be associated with a person using just one unique identifier
which could be a mobile number, an email address or a login
name. The system needs to be able to associate more than
one such identifier with a user record, as enquirers could use
a home email rather than a campus or work email address.
The demographics about the enquirer are entered and stored
once in a central user database so that the contact details
and any preferences do not need to be collected for every
enquiry submitted. Ever had the annoyance of having to fill
in a form with all your details again when you know you have
supplied the same information to the organisation previously?
The central user database can be updated from a central user
registry like Windows Active Directory Service (ADS), an HR
database, student registry etc. Public enquirers will be required
to register on first contact.
Enquiry tracking software should have tools like a timer to
accurately record time instead of having to guess time taken,
or it could allow staff to choose from a menu of such arbitrary
time bands as two minutes, five minutes, 10 minutes etc.
Enquiry handlers need to be able to start and pause the timer,
as they may be in and out of different enquiries according
to what needs to be done. Assigning it should be easy —
through a click of a button — or enquiry handlers are likely
to boycott the tool. Timers ensure accuracy of time recording
and may prevent a time entry which reflects what the enquiry
handler feels the enquiry is worth. Accuracy of time recording
is important so that managers can make an informed
assessment of staffing requirements for the enquiry service.
The other thing an enquiry hander needs is to be able to
search back over previous enquiries either because they know
they have done something similar in the past or because they
might be able to learn from their colleague’s past endeavours.

So search tools are essential, as are efficient ways of grouping
and sorting views of enquiries. Recording the search strategy
in a narrative text box or as an attached document is highly
valuable added knowledge.
A further obligation incumbent upon enquiry handlers is
to record the resources that they used to answer enquiries,
especially where these are subscription-based resources.
Again this needs to be quick and easy to record. Enquiry
handlers need a drop down menu listing the resources and
associated charges, such as Companies House reports at £20
each, photocopying at 10p per copy, online search at 50p per
minute or £2.00 per search, or things like document delivery
at £3.50 per item. The idea is these are selected from a menu
for the active enquiry, saving time compared to entering the
enquiry details and the costs in a spreadsheet.
In an Outlook inbox it is easy to sort incoming emails by date
received and by enquirer but the enquiries will have different
deadlines — and this information is normally embedded in the
body of the email on which you cannot sort. Enquiry software
provides a dedicated deadline field on which you can sort to
ensure that enquiries are dealt with in the correct order.
Figure 1: Team leaders view of the workload, partial screenshot from KnowAll
Enquire.net ©

statistical information is generated from them. This leaves
the enquiry desk staff to concentrate on the more in-depth
enquiries, for which enquiry staff can complete a full enquiry
form to collect all the required details.
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Figure 2: Monthly usage report from KnowAll Enquire.net enquiry tracking
software ©

Next, let’s turn our attention to the enquiry team leader. The
job of the enquiry team leader or manager is to:
•
Ensure that there is an evenly distributed workload
within the team;
•
Manage the staff rota;
•
Assign enquiries appropriately according to subject
knowledge and abilities of the individual;
•
Monitor the performance and efficiency of individual
team members and identify training needs;
•
Ensure service level agreements are met with particular
regard to deadlines
•
Monitor the quality of the service;

•
•
•
•

Ensure that appropriate resources are sourced to
undertake enquiry work;
Monitor outsourced information workers and other
external services;
Market the service to all potential sectors;
Transfer data about costs to the central finance system.

Outlook and the team leader is often most aware of the
shortcomings of managing an enquiry service without
dedicated enquiry tracking software. At a glance the team
leader needs to monitor the activity of the enquiry service.
A dashboard (see previous page) should give all the
information required:
To be able to carry out the tasks listed above, team leaders
need a combination of tools such as views to monitor work in
progress and reports showing how the service has been used
within any timeframe. This is where enquiry software comes
into its own. Outlook allows sorting and filing of emails but
does not provide customised and filtered views of enquiries.
Nor does Outlook provide reports because, as stated above, it
does not contain data.
Here are some examples of reports and how they can help
enquiry team leaders to manage their service better:
•
Reports on who’s using your service, and who’s not, by
department or office to inform your marketing strategy
(see left)
•
Reports on when users submit enquiries — to inform
opening hours and staff resources
•
Reports on how enquiries are submitted to understand
more about how to advertise contact methods, etc.
•
Reports on customer satisfaction feedback to publicise
this back to users, to inform higher management and
above all to make sure that you are satisfying your users
•
Reports on meeting deadlines to inform whether you are
achieving SLA agreements or simply meeting deadlines
•
Reports on how users rate resources in terms of how
useful they are in answering their question
•
Reports on resource usage to inform decisions about
renewals and cancellations
•
Reports on use of the knowledge base to inform the

•

•

•

•

•
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success of the service
Reports on the time spent
by enquiry staff to inform
staff requirements
Reports on average time
spent by each member
of staff or customer
satisfaction record of each
member of staff to inform
performance appraisals of
staff
Reports or exports of data
about chargeable costs so this data can be processed by
finance, saving rekeying of data
Reports on the type of enquiries to identify gaps, i.e.
what subject specialists are required and which resources
are needed
Reports on the amount of time spent on enquiries to
justify the need to retain or recruit staff

Perhaps the most important outcome is that you will gain
statistical information with which you can undertake impact
analysis by correlating use of the enquiry service with
achievements. This will differ by sectors but an example of
this is: research in academic libraries has shown a correlation
between usage of the library with higher academic
achievement of students1. I leave it to you to extrapolate
your own impact analysis and prove your worth to your
organisation2.
Penny Bailey is managing director of Bailey Solutions Ltd. She
can be contacted on: penny@baileysolutions.co.uk
www.baileysolutions.co.uk
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Visitors and residents and learner-owned literacies

“In higher education there is panic about kids coming
through the system,” David White told the 2011 conference
of the Association for Learning Technology (ALT-C).
White, from the TALL Team at the University of Oxford,
is uncomfortable with today’s emphasis on age as a
determinant of technological aptitude. “Prensky’s dichotomy
of Digital Natives and Immigrants (Prensky, 2001) has been
distilled down to a feeling that old people don’t understand
technology,” White says, “and this doesn’t reflect reality.
People at retirement age will learn to use Skype in 15
minutes if they have family abroad. Technical aptitude seems
to be more about motivation to engage and less to do with
generational differences.”

Visitors tend to use the web only to get what they
need, taking care to leave no trace of themselves
Without a sound understanding of learner motivations,
how can institutions provide the most appropriate support
systems and services? “We run the risk of creating an
educational version of every platform on the web in an
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David White co-manages
Technology-Assisted Lifelong
Learning (TALL), an awardwinning elearning research
and development group in the
University of Oxford. He will
deliver an update on the Visitors
and Residents project examining
learner-owned literacies and web
culture at the forthcoming OCLC
conference, Developing a New
Blend of Library, on 28-29 February in Birmingham, UK,
which will examine the balance between traditional and
digital library services

attempt to cover all bases. This approach does not meet the
needs of all users, and is certainly not financially viable,”
says White.
Although White’s background lies in learning technology
rather than libraries, he understands the value of information
literacy. “So many information-gathering activities now start
with Google, but students are still searching for trustworthy
information. They’re slightly nervous because tutors warn
them about unreliable information on the Internet. However,
they have developed their own literacies which are strongly
influenced by their personal use of the web, and we have little
idea how successful they are. Until we build an honest picture
of learner-owned literacies in the context of wider web

culture, institutions will not be able to locate where quality
learning resources and academic rigour intersect with less
traditional modes of learning,” White argues.

Residents live a portion of their lives online, leaving
behind a visible form of self on the web
Research into virtual worlds led White to the realisation
that some people are now living online to a significant
degree in a range of social platforms, and from this he
developed a new typology of user behaviours which he
terms Visitors and Residents (White/Le Cornu, 2011). He
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perceptions and ideas compared to other age groups. On
the other hand, three research projects between 2006 and
2009 (OCLC/JISC, 2010) had identified academic discipline
as a differentiating factor. Connaway started to take an
interest in the idea of Visitors and Residents on White’s TALL
blog (TALL Group, 2011) as she kept her mind open to the
full range of potential influencing factors.

Image: © Jarenwicklund | Dreamstime.com

... students have developed their own literacies
which are strongly influenced by their personal use
of the web

explains, “To behave as a Resident means living a portion
of life online, leaving behind a visible form of self on the
web. By contrast, a typical Visitor behaviour would be to
use the web only to get what you need, taking care to leave
no trace of yourself. Before adopting a platform, Visitors
will critically assess whether it will solve a problem or
help to meet their objectives.” The Visitors and Residents
idea is a spectrum rather than a fixed dichotomy, with all
the dynamism of web culture. Visitors are no more or less
technically competent than Residents, and most of us will
behave as both Visitors and Residents, at different times,
according to context. White increasingly thinks in broad
terms of motivation to engage. “Visitors,” says White, “may
prefer to learn autonomously because throughout the
education system they have been encouraged to operate in
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screenagers and young adults express different
perceptions and ideas about virtual reference
services compared to other age groups
that way. This broader focus can shed light on why people
turn up to learn in the first place, which is more useful than
a narrow examination of technology adoption.”
OCLC Research has been similarly preoccupied with the
importance of age in its studies of user interactions with
the information environment. Investigating the uptake of
virtual reference services (Radford and Connaway, 2008),
senior research scientist Lynn Silipigni Connaway, Ph.D., had
discovered that 12-18 year olds, referred to as screenagers
(Rushkoff, 1996), and young adults expressed different

The JISC-funded Visitors and Residents project (White
and Connaway, 2011) brings together OCLC and University
of Oxford’s TALL Team as research partners, in collaboration
with the J. Murrey Atkins Library at the University of
North Carolina, Charlotte. The project seeks to increase
understanding of digital learning strategies and behaviours
through a longitudinal study that tracks the informationseeking activities of 24 individuals at diverse stages of
education the UK and the US.
“We’re mapping behaviours to two axes — Visitor versus
Resident, and Personal versus Institutional,” explains
Connaway. “Librarians and educators will be able to use
our findings and insights to develop services and learning
systems based on authentic patterns of usage and need.
The project is already building links with secondary schools
to give universities an understanding of the motivations of
future students. This will help academic institutions to plan
sustainable services and systems.”
Two core concepts are emerging from initial findings. The
first of these is convergence. White describes a scenario
where many students are researching on Wikipedia or
a syllabus-based website, whilst keeping a tab open on
Facebook. “Students flit between the two,” says White, “and
may impart information they have found on Wikipedia as
readily as they discuss Eastenders. This puts them in both
personal and institutional spaces simultaneously. Students
go online and routinely find at least one fellow student
who is available to talk. Last-minute work patterns become
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are currently sending us, but convenience has been a
documented theme in OCLC research findings since 2003.

... it’s all about convenience... students use virtual
reference services even if they are physically in the
library building.
Whilst Virtual Learning Environments and Institutional
Repositories are welcome developments, if we don’t embed
them in user workflows, people won’t use them.”
David White will deliver an update on the Visitors and
Residents project at the forthcoming OCLC conference,
Developing a New Blend of Library, which will examine the
balance between traditional and digital library services.
“In the session, I aim to give people a realistic picture of online
behaviours,” he says, “and draw out some of the learnerowned literacies that are emerging — the approaches that
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both students and staff are quietly adopting. I then will place
my image of the institution within the larger context of web
culture, and suggest some ways in which the institution can
make sure that it optimises its interactions with this broader
picture.” Connaway adds, “The project is taking place at a
time of unsettling shifts in the role of the library. Students still
think of university libraries in terms of books, even though
they provide so much more. With both the project and the
conference, OCLC seeks to provide user-centred data for
librarians and educators to make informed decisions for the
development of systems and services.”
To find out more about this free-of-charge conference,
Developing a New Blend of Library, taking place in Birmingham
on 28th-29th February, and to register to attend, visit the
conference website:
www.oclc.org/uk/en/councils/emea/meetings/2012annual/
default.htm

Image: © Goldenkb | Dreamstime.com
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genuinely viable because you simply can sort it out with
your peers the night before an assignment deadline. That’s
quite significant.”
The second central idea emerging from findings is
convenience. “Students will use the most convenient
method in any context,” (Connaway, Dickey, & Radford,
2011), notes Connaway. “They will use virtual reference
services even if they are physically in the library building.
We see this trend in the diaries that research participants
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how can educators catch up with pupils’ use of unconventional sources?

The unconventional joins the conventional: source convergence
in history education
In a 2006 article entitled ‘Can
History Be Open Source? Wikipedia and the Future of the
Past’, historian Roy Rosenzweig (2006, p.136) reflects on the
challenges Wikipedia poses to professional historians and
tries to answer the question whether history could be open
source. He wonders ‘Why should we care?’ before providing
his own answer: ‘One reason professional historians need to
pay attention to Wikipedia is because our students do’. This
article builds on that point, as it is based on empirical findings
about the uses of Wikipedia in the history class by 13-14 year
old pupils in one school, the Helen Parkhurst Daltonschool
[HPDS], in Almere, the Netherlands. During the six-month
field research in this class, in which participant observation
and interviews were used to collect data, it appeared, among
others, that pupils’ sources reflected a clear convergence
among conventional and unconventional sources of historical
information. This prompted the question of what role
heritage institutions could best play in order to be part of a
similar convergence on the content-generation side.

The findings
As the school’s name indicates, the class observed from April–
June and then from September–November 2010, applied the
Dalton Plan, the teaching and learning approach initiated
and developed by American reformist Helen Parkhurst [1886–
1973] in the early 1900s. This approach is based on a number
of key principles, namely freedom, self-regulation, and
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cooperation (Parkhurst [1922] 1924; Parkhurst 1951). Using
their freedom of choice, the pupils chose assignments from
four options: writing a fictional story about a child of their
age in the Middle Ages; drawing a map showing the routes
of the United East-India Company [VOC]; of the West-Indies
Company [WIC]; and a WebQuest. Only the latter is discussed
because it was the only one that clearly instructed the pupils
to list, justify and then evaluate the online sources they used.
The WebQuest could be defined as a web-based assignment
about a specific topic with specific guidelines and instructions

Type
Wikipedia

Pupil 1

Pupil 2

Pupil 3

1

1

Personal sites 1

1

Heritage sites -1

1
1

1
-

?
?

Commercial
sites

1

1

?

Educ. sites

1

2

Pupil 4

Official sites
2

Canon of the 1
NL
General info
sites
Academic sites 1

1

1

Pupil 6

Pair 1

Pair 2

2

1

1

2

1

-

2
-

1

1

1

?

1

News media
sites

?

Pupil 5

1
-

?

1

?

2

1
1

?

1

?

1

?

Table 1: categories of web sources used for WebQuest assighnments

Dr. Olivier Nyirubugara presents
a fascinating study into the way
that 13-14 year olds in Holland
use Wikpedia and other online
sources for research and reflects
on the quality of such sources

on steps to be followed.
Among the WebQuests, all taken from http://histoforum.
digiscool.nl, the pupils had to choose to work either on
seventeenth-century Dutch painters or on the VOC. The
various WebQuests had two parts: the pre-research part,
and the research-proper part. In the pre-research part, the
pupils were requested to list their sources, and to indicate
their relevance for the assignment, as well as the level of
their reliability. In the research-proper part, the pupils had
to write a piece of text with some illustrations. All the eight
WebQuests that were returned, including two jointly done
by two pupils, were short summaries on different aspects —
early and later lives, paintings, VOC birth, its aims, its history,

1

?
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Example of the use of the web as a source of raw material (left column) for pupils’ multiple-source summaries (right column)

Multiple-source summary

Wikpedia.nl: ‘Rembrandt van Rijn was born on 15 July 1606 in Leiden on the Weddesteeg, as the ninth child of a miller, Herman Gerritsz and Neeltje van Zuytbrouck, a daughter of a well-established baker. Rembrandt attended the Latin school and was
about 14 years when his parents registered him at the University of Leiden. Obviously the venture stopped there because Rembrandt had indicated that he wanted to become a painter. By 1619 he was already an apprentice of the Leiden-based historypainter Jacob van Swanenburgh.’
People.zeelandnet.nl/accoomens: ‘The Dutch most famous artist was born in 1606 in Leiden to Hermen [sic!] Gerritsz van Rijn, a well-established miller. After a few short experiences as student in Leiden and Amsterdam, he settled in 1625 in Leiden as an
independent painter. In 1632 he moved to Amsterdam, where he stayed at arts trader Hendrik van Uylenburgh’s. One year later Rembrandt got married with Saskia, the niece of his host.’

Table 2

Wikipedia.org: ‘Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn was born on July 15, 1606 in Leiden, in the Dutch Republic, nowadays the Netherlands. He was the ninth child born to Harmen Gerritszoon van Rijn and Neetlgen Willemsdochter van Zuytbrouck. His family
was quite well-to-do; his father was a miller and his mother was a baker’s daughter. As a boy he attended Latin school and was enrolled at the University of Leiden, although according to a contemporary he had a greater inclination towards painting; he
was soon apprenticed to a Leiden history painter, Jacob van Swanenburgh, with whom he spent three years.’
Spreekbeurt.info: ‘Rembrandt was born on 15 July 1606 in Leiden, Rembrandt his father [sic!] was owner of a mill. This mill was not suitable as a residence. Their house was near the mill, on the Weddesteeg. Rembrandt his parents [sic!] were not rich but
also not poor.’

etc., and none of them contained quotations.
The most interesting part for the purpose of this article is
the pre-research one, which contained a list of online
sources, a rating for and a short comment about each of
them. As Table 1 [overleaf ] shows, all the websites used
for the WebQuest assignment could be classified into 11
categories, ranging from Wikipedia and the governmentsponsored Historical Canon of the Netherlands, to academic,
news, and personal sites.
The categories in this table appear in the order of frequency
of use. The figures in each Pupil or Pair column correspond
to the number of times each category was used for one
WebQuest. Pupil 4 certainly used the online sources for her
assignment on Rembrandt although she failed to mention
which ones.

Image:© Ermell | Dreamstime.com

The ‘first’ source
All the pupils used Wikipedia at least once, except for Pupil 4
for whom uncertainty persists due to the lack of references.
In all cases, Wikipedia pages were the ones dedicated
specifically to the subject, that is, to the painters or the VOC.
For instance, Pupil 1 and Pupil 6 both worked on the VOC and
cited the Wikipedia page on the VOC as the first and second
source, respectively. Pupil 3 worked on the same subject and
cited Wikipedia twice, providing the following comment: ‘For
my own research I used the following sites: www.wikipedia.nl
[and] www.geschiedenis.vpro.nl’. Then he provided the sites
from which he had downloaded pictures, which included
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another Wikipedia page.
A close analysis of another assignment on Rembrandt
shows that essential details were taken from two Wikipedia
pages — the English one and the Dutch one — on that
painter. The left column of Table 2 [above] shows the first four
sentences from biographic texts from the four webpages
used as sources, while the right column shows the Pair’s
summary that emanated from them.
A comparison among these 20 sentences shows that each
of the sources in the left column provided an element that
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Rembrandt van Rijn was born in
leiden [sic!], he was the son of a miller
Harmen Gerritsz van Rijn. Rembrandt
had short school experiences in
Amsterdam and Leiden, and at the
time he went to settle in Leiden in
1625. There he became a painter.
In 1632, he moved to Amsterdam,
and lived a long time at arts trader
Hendrik’s.

the Pair used for the summary in the right column. All the
sources mentioned the date and place of birth, and thus
made the Pair confident to repeat the same information,
although in a less detailed way. The Dutch and English
Wikipedia pages seemed to offer so many details, which the
duo has shortened. For instance, instead of mentioning that
Rembrandt became a confirmed painter after a three-year
period of apprenticeship with Jacob van Swanenburgh, they
just mentioned that ‘he went to settle in Leiden in 1625.
There he became a painter’. The wording of the statement
about Rembrandt’s short school experiences was inspired
by the text from http://People.zeelandnet.nl/acoomens — a
personal website — while the sentence ‘There he became a
painter’ summarised the two Wikipedia texts that suggest that
he had to stop his studies because he was more inclined to
become a painter.
As Table 2 shows, Wikipedia seemed to have relegated
conventional sources to the second-category zone. None of
the conventional references about Rembrandt and his work
— The Rembrandt House Museum, the Rijksmuseum, the
Canon of the Netherlands, to mention a few — appears in
this assignment. Where they appear, they almost always
come as second or third on the list. For example, Pair 2
used six sources in this order: 1. the Dutch Wikipedia page
on Rembrandt; 2. Toon Oomens’ personal website; 3. the
Rijksmuseum; 4. Cultuurwijs [Culturewise]; 5. Rembrandt400Leiden [Jubileum site]; and 6. a personal site by someone
called Corosa. As this listing shows, the conventional sources
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appear only on the third, fourth and fifth places. For the
pupils, Wikipedia contained everything, and if something
was not there, it was probably because it did not exist or was
not worth knowing.

The ‘best’ source
Wikipedia prompted much more enthusiasm among the
pupils. Pupil 1 rated Wikipedia’s information on VOC with
an 8/10 and commented in these terms: ‘[It provides] Much
information about its history’. The Historical Canon of the
Netherlands, which he also used, received an 8/10 too, with
a different comment: ‘[It discusses] How the VOC expanded’.
As for Pair 1, who used both the Dutch and English Wikipedia
pages on Rembrandt, they rated both with a 5/5, with these
comments: ‘[Information] About his life and his paintings’ for
the Dutch page, and ‘[It tells] Everything about Rembrandt
van Rijn’ for the English page. Toon Oomens’ personal website
received a 4/5, with this comment: ‘[It tells] A little bit about
his [Rembrandt’s] life, but more about his work’.
These few comments and ratings, which could be
generalised for the WebQuest assignments, show that the
pupils highly valued Wikipedia. Of all, Pupil 6 was the most
eloquent about Wikipedia:
“As is almost always the case, Wikipedia is the best,
[because] there is always a lot of information. It seems as if all
the professors have written their information there. The 2nd
[best site] was entoen.nu [Canon of the Netherlands], which
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is also a sort of Wikipedia though it is much less well-known.
You can find everything there too. There are other useful sites
as well but they are not as elaborate as the 1st and the 2nd.”
This means that Wikipedia is becoming a reference against
which conventional sources [for instance the Canon] are
judged and evaluated. It implies that Wikipedia is beyond
any possible comparison. It also implies that the information
is ‘almost always’ reliable and authoritative, as it seems to be
emanating from ‘professors’. The ‘almost always’ pushes us
to think that the pupil has some reservations, but these are
overwhelmed by the amount and authority of information
found on Wikipedia. Unlike Pupil 6 and most of other pupils,
Pupil 2 is both enthusiastic and critical about Wikipedia.
For her:
“Wikipedia is often clear but sometimes a little bit difficult.
It is mostly reliable but everyone can publish something. The
site is well structured and you can choose what you want
(such as history, arts, biography, etc.)” [Author’s italicisation].
The is…but…reasoning shows that Pupil 2 knows how
Wikipedia works, especially that everyone, including
credentialed and non-credentialed authors, could publish and
edit articles. She appears to be more enthusiastic than critical,
because, her last is [well structured and you can choose what
you want] did not call for a but. Her general feeling is that the
site is ‘mostly reliable’. As Table 2 shows, these reservations
seemed to have been compensated for by other websites.
When the same information kept coming up on various
sites, it was deemed reliable and taken into account in the
summaries.
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encyclopaedia for the twenty-first century, historians probably
have a professional obligation to make it as good as possible.”
(Rosenzweig 2006, p. 140. Author’s italicisation).
Some audacious cultural heritage institutions are breaking
from the conservatism that has characterised most institutions
in the last decades, by opening up part of their collections
to unconventional content-makers. In September 2010, the
Netherlands’ National Archives inaugurated this convergence
trend among Dutch heritage institutions by offering 1,000
pictures to Wikipedia Commons, the photo database of
Wikipedia. By doing so, the National Archives was authorising
tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of Wikipedians and

Institutional involvement

Image: © Carla F. Castagno | Dreamstime.com

Image: © Juan Camilo Bernal | Dreamstime.com

how can educators catch up with pupils’ use of unconventional sources?

If convergence is certain on the part of young history learners,
it remains to be seen among the traditional, conventional
providers of educational contents. This brings back the
reflection initiated by Rosenzweig about Wikipedia and
what the role of the gatekeepers of conventional historical
information should be with regard to that unconventional,
gatewatched source of historical knowledge:
“Should those who write history for a living join such
popular history makers in writing history in Wikipedia? My own
tentative answer is yes. If Wikipedia is becoming the family
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how can educators catch up with pupils’ use of unconventional sources?

Googlers to use them as illustrations for their articles. After two
months, those pictures were reported to have been used more
than 400,000 times, to illustrate Wikipedia entries (National
Archives 2011). In an interview with the author in June 2011,
René Koenders, an editor-in-chief at the Netherlands Institute
for Sound and Vision, said that the Institute simply shared its
image database with Wikipedia since February 2008. In mid2011, any Wikipedian could access and use 10,430 photographs
together with the corresponding [conventional] metadata.
This could be called the beginning of a new phase — the
convergence phase — that is likely to be the leitmotiv of this
and the next decades. Previous phases included digitisation
of collections, their presentation online, their transfer from
Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 for some, among others. All these previous
phases, which include the current attempts to integrate social
media networks, maintained heritage professionals in their
gatekeeping positions, and thus maintained the status quo
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as far as content generation and object exploitation were
concerned. With convergence, heritage professionals give
full access to a large community of content generators, who
not only appropriate and domesticate materials, but also
spread them over the web, thereby increasing their chance of
reaching the young history learners. This type of convergence
results from a conscientious effort on the part of the keepers
of conventional sources. In other words, collections move from
gatekeepers’ hands and land into gatewatchers’ ones.
The gatekeepers of the conventional sources of historical
information could also take advantage of Wikipedia, by simply
joining it as contributors and editors. Similar convergences
have taken place in many other cultural sectors. For instance,
the TV and music industries are undergoing this phenomenon
via YouTube, where major mainstream channels appear side by
side with amateur contents (Burgess & Green 2009, pp. 41-42 &
91); the British Broadcasting Corporation [BBC] and Cable News
Network [CNN], among others, encourage and have recourse to
amateur contents (Gillmor 2004, p. 104; Atton & Hamilton 2008,
pp. 64-70). Similarly, the film and game industries have already
entered an era where do-it-yourself tools enable fan film- or
game-makers to generate their own media contents, using
in a creative way the original mainstream contents (Jenkins
[2006] 2008, pp. 136-137 & 153-155; Deuze 2007, p. 75). It
would therefore appear normal and even profitable for young
history learners if heritage institutions, credentialed historians,
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and other keepers of the conventional sources moved in that
direction too.

Conclusion
The predominant use of Wikipedia texts often many times in
one assignment, shows that that collaborative encyclopedia
has conquered the pupils’ hearts. For them, Wikipedia contains
much information about… or everything about… the past,
while conventional sources would mostly offer just information
about… and rarely everything about….For that reason, it has
become a reference against which other sources, including
conventional ones, are evaluated and judged. Yet, Wikipedia
remains an unconventional source of historical information, as
no traditionally established authority ensures the reliability of
the information it conveys. If policy makers and conventional
providers of historical information are to help young history
learners take advantage of Wikipedia, they should find
ways to facilitate convergence between conventional and
unconventional historical sources. One simple reason that
should motivate them is that that convergence has already
taken place among the ones they are supposed to serve. Their
duty is to catch up as soon as possible.
Dr. Olivier Nyirubugara is a media consultant based in
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands. He can be contacted on:
Olivier@olnymedia.com
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2011 index to MmIT

Compiled by Olwen Terris
The index covers feature articles and book, product and
multimedia reviews. Shorter items in News, Blogs and
Technology Roundup are not indexed.
Multimedia and book titles are given in italics. Titles
of articles are cited within single quotation marks. The
numbers in parentheses following the page numbers
indicate the volume number.

A

‘Accessing Collections Through Online Exhibitions’ (Prince)
21-3 (i)
Africa, learning technologies 13-15 (i)
Allen, Katherine `Innovation and Technology
at Internet Librarian International’ 29-30 (iii)
Android Tablet (product review) 6-7 (iii)
Apple, post PC devices 16-17 (ii)
Archives
(book review) 4-5 (i)
Linked Open Copac and Archives Hub project 19-20 (iv)
Open access institutional repositories 6-18 (iv)
‘Augmenting Reality at the Natural History Museum’

(Smith) 15-17 (iii)

B

BFI DVDs
Lunch Hour (1962) 5 (ii)
Joanna (1968) 5 (ii)
Prostitute (1980) 5 (ii)
Bibliographic references
EasyBib software 4 (iv)
EndNote software 7-8 (iv)
Billenness, Clive & Bram van der Werf ‘Planets Project:
Preserving Delicate Digital Materials’ 26-9 (i)
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Bissels, Gerhard ‘Help at Last with
Library 2.0 - from the
		 `Library Co-op’ 13-15 (iv)
‘Blended Learning in 3-country
Digital Library Masters
		 Degree’ (Virkus) 18-20 (i)
‘Bluff Your Way in Image
Management’ (Mills) 24-5 (i)
Bodleian Libraries, digital access
21-3 (i)
Books, Bytes and Business: the
Promise of Digital Publishing
		 (Martin & Tian), (book
		 review) 8 (ii)
British Film Institute see BFI
Browsing technologies (book
review) 9-10 (iv)
Burton, Andy ‘The Commercial
Framework for Cloud
		 Services Lags Behind’
		 28-9 (iv)

C

Cover photo: © Bellemedia Dreamstime.com

Index to Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 37 2011

Our February cover photo caught the eye of the MmIT editor...

‘A Centralised Terminal
Management System for the University of Macedonia
Library and Information Center, Greece’ (Kolovos)
		 30-2 (ii)
Cheetham, Ken (product reviews) 6-7 (i), 10-11 (ii), 8-9 (iii),
7-8 (iv)
Cloud computing 24-8 (iii), 5-6 (iv)(book review); 28-9 (iv)
‘The Commercial Framework for Cloud Services Lags Behind’
(Burton) 28-9 (iv)
‘A Comparative Study of International and Greek Search
Engines’ (Garoufallou) 31-4 (iii)
Conferences
EDGE 2012 (preview) 30-1 (iv)
Internet Librarian International (ILI), 2011 29-30 (iii)

Umbrella 2011 25-7 (iv)
Virtual Worlds Best Practices in Education (VWBPE) 4th,
		 2011 22-3 (iii)
‘Creating Linked Open Data for Library and Archive
Descriptions’ (Ruddock & Stevenson) 19-20 (iv)
Curran, Kevin (book reviews) 4-5, 8-9 (i), 6-9 (ii),
5 (iii), 9-10 (iv)

D

Darwin Centre, Natural History Museum 15-16 (iii)
Digital preservation 26-9 (i), 3 (ii)
Digital publishing (book review) 8 (ii)
Digitisation of collections (book review) 9 (ii)
DILL (Digital Library Learning) masters degree 18-20 (i)
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DiskImage (product review)
10-11 (ii)
Distance learning 10-12 (i), 16-17 (i)
Doi, Carolyn & Robert Zylstra
‘Meeting User Expectations: a
		 User Experience Lesson
		 from Apple’ 16-17 (ii)
Dunbar, Iain ‘A Plea for `Proper’
Integration Between LMSs
and VLEs’ 21-3 (ii)

(book review) 6-7 (ii)
‘Help at Last with Library 2.0 - from the
Library Co-op’ Bissels) 13-15 (iv)
‘How Libraries Can Bridge the
Information Web & the Social
		
Web’ (Puplett) 20-1 (iii)

I

E

EasyBib 4 (iv)
EDGE 2012 conference, preview
30-1 (iv)
‘eLectures and eReadings Anytime
Anywhere...’ (Valese) 16-17 (i)
‘Edinburgh’s Next Generation
Libraries and Information
		 Services’ (McGettigan)
		 17-19 (iii)
‘Educational Resource Triumphs in
Virtual World Event’ (Lavelle)
		 22-3 (iii)
EndNote (product review) 7-8 (iv)
Eva, Nicole ‘Using Skype for
Distance Information Literacy
		 Instruction’ 10-12 (i)
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Our May cover photo celebrated the exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery in London, UK,
devoted to the works of E.O.Hoppé, one of the 20th century’s most important photographers

F

Fletcher, Jon
‘Libraries and Location-based Software: Where Are We
		 Now?’ 12-14 (iii)
‘Mobile Web vs Apps: What’s Right for Your User?’
		 18-20 (ii)
‘Umbrella 2011: Session Highlights and Action
		 Points’ 25-7 (iv)
The Future of Archives and Recordkeeping: a Reader (Hill),
(book review) 4-5 (i)
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G

Garoufallou, Emmanouel ‘A Comparative Study of
International and Greek Search Engines’ 31-4 (iii)
Getting Started with Cloud Computing (Corrado &
Moulaison) 5-6 (iv)
Goldner, Matt ‘Winds of Change, Libraries and Cloud
Computing’ 24-8 (iii)

H

Health Informatics for Medical Librarians (Cleveland)

Image management 24-5 (i)
‘Image Processing: Intensely Complex
but Vitally Important’
		
(Stillone & Lawunmi)
		
21-4 (iv)
‘Information Delivery Via
Videoconferencing Across
		
Alberta, Canada’ (Jessop
		
& Macdonald) 24-5 (ii)
Information literacy
in postgraduate research 30-1 (i)
use of Skype in teaching 10-12 (i)
‘Innovation and Technology at
Internet Librarian International’
		
(Allen) 29-30 (iii)
‘Institutional Repositories and Open
Access’ (Lipinski) 16-18 (iv)
Internet Librarian International
conference 2011 29-30 (iii)
The Intranet Management Handbook
(White) (book review) 5 (iii)

J

James Cook University, Australia, elearning 16-17 (i)
Jessop, Lauren & Maggie Macdonald ‘Information Delivery Via
Videoconferencing Across Alberta, Canada’ 24-5 (ii)

K

Kolovos, Filippos ‘A Centralised Terminal Management
System for the University of Macedonia Library and
		 Information Center, Greece’ 30-2 (ii)
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Lavelle, Suzanne P. ‘Educational Resource Triumphs in
Virtual World Event’ 22-3 (iii)
Lawunmi, David & Paola Stillone ‘Image Processing:
Intensely Complex but Vitally Important’ 21-4 (iv)
‘Learning Technologies: Advances in the Middle East and
Africa’’ (Little) 13-15 (i)
Leftley, Chris (book review) 5-6 (iv)
‘Libraries and Location-based Software: Where Are We
Now?’ (Fletcher) 12-14 (iii)
Library 2.0 13-15 (iv)
Library Co-op 13-15 (iv)
Linked Open Copac and Archives
Hub project 19-20 (iv)
Library management systems and
VLE integration 21-3 (ii)
Linux Terminal Server Project,
University of Macedonia Library
		 30-2 (ii)
Lipinski, Thaddeus ‘Institutional
Repositories and Open Access’
		 16-18 (iv)
Little, Bob ‘Learning Technologies:
Advances in the Middle East
		 and Africa’ 13-15 (i)
LMS see Library management
systems
LOCAH, Linked Open Copac and
Archives Hub project 19-20 (iv)
Location-based services and
software 12-14 (iii)
Lomax, Kate ‘Why All Librarians
Should Hack... at Least a Little’
		 10-11 (iii)

Generation Libraries and Information Services’ 17-19 (iii)
‘Pushing the Boundaries of Public Service Delivery’
		 30-1 (iv)
‘Media and Information Literacy for Postgraduate Research’
(Whitworth) 30-1 (i)
‘Meeting User Expectations: a User Experience Lesson
from Apple’ (Doi & Zylstra) 16-17 (ii)
Mendeley referencing software 11-12 (iv)
Middle East, learning technologies 13-15 (i)
Mills, Roger ‘Bluff Your Way in Image Management’ 24-5 (i)
Mobile phones in learning 14-15 (i)
‘Mobile Technology for Mobile Staff: Roving Enquiry Support’

(Widdows) 12-15 (ii)
‘Mobile Web vs Apps: What’s Right for Your User?’ (Fletcher)
18-20 (ii)

N

Natural History Museum, Darwin Centre 15-16 (iii)

O

Online library services, London councils, Socitm report
32-3 (iv)

M

Macdonald, Maggie & Lauren Jessop
‘Information Delivery Via
		 Videoconferencing Across
		 Alberta, Canada’ 24-5 (ii)
McGettigan, Liz ‘Edinburgh’s Next

P

Paragon Hard Disk Manager II
Professional (product review)
		
8-9 (iii)
‘Planets Project: Preserving Delicate
Digital Materials’ (Billenness & van
		
der Werf) 26-9 (i)
‘A Plea for `Proper’ Integration Between
LMSs and VLEs’ (Dunbar) 21-3 (ii)
Preparing Collections for Digitization
(Bulow & Ahmon) (book review)
		
9 (ii)
Prince, Alison ‘Accessing Collections
Through Online Exhibition’ 21-3 (i)
Product reviews: see Cheetham, Ken
Puplett, Dave ‘How Libraries Can Bridge
the Information Web & the Social
		
Web’ 20-1 (iii)
‘Pushing the Boundaries of Public
Service Delivery’ (McGettigan)
		
30-1 (iv)

R
Our August cover photo illustrated the new home for the archives of The Rothschild Foundation
at Waddesdon Manor, Windmill Hill, London, UK
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Rafferty, Pauline (book review) 8 (ii)
‘Reading Lists and myReferences:
Improving Referencing’ (Young)
		
26-9 (ii)
Record management (book review)
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S

Search engines, comparative study 31-4 (iii)
Second Life to teach biomedical studies 22-2 (iii)
Second World Immersive Future Teaching
22-3 (iii)
Skype, in distance learning literacy instruction
10-12 (i)
Smith, John ‘Augmenting Reality at the Natural
History Museum’ 15-16 (iii)
Social web 20-1 (iii)
Socitm report on online library services in
London boroughs 32-3 (iv)
Sonocet Audio Notetaker (product review) 6-7 (i)
Stevenson, Jane & Bethan Ruddock ‘Creating Linked Open
Data for Library and Archive Descriptions’ 19-20 (iv)
Stillone, Paola & David Lawunmi ‘Image processing: Intensely
Complex but Vitally Important’ 21-4 (iv)

T

Tattersall, Andy ‘References, Connections, Corrections and
Mendeley’ 11-12 (iv)
Terminal management systems 30-2 (ii)
Thompson, Anthony Hugh (product review) 6-7 (iii)
TruLink Wireless HD Kit (product review) 8-9 (i)

U

‘Umbrella 2011: Session Highlights and Action Points’
(Fletcher) 25-7 (iv)
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University of Warwick Library,
mobile technologies 12-15 (ii)
‘Using Skype for Distance
Information Literacy Instruction’
(Eva) 10-11 (ii)

V

Valese, Katrina ‘eLectures and
eReadings Anytime
		 Anywhere...’ 16-17 (i)
Videoconferencing, library
information provision,
		 Canada 24-5 (ii)
Virkus, Sirje ‘Blended Learning in
3-country Digital Library
		 Masters Degree’ 18-20 (i)
VLEs
integration with library
		 management systems,
		 21-3 (ii)
myReferences reading list
		 software 26-9 (ii)
Virtual technologies 10-11 (iii)
Our November cover photo highlighted Chris Riley’s campaign to crowdsource
in Edinburgh Libraries 17-19
translations of Gagarin’s Vostok 1 mission transcript into as many languages as
		 (iii)
possible for the viral experiential documentary film First Orbit
Second World Immersive Future
Teaching (SWIFT) Project
		 22-3 (iii)
‘Why All librarians Should Hack...at Least a Little’ (Lomax)
Virtual Worlds Best Practices in
10-11 (iii)
Education Conference
Widdows, Katharine ‘Mobile Technology for Mobile Staff:
		 22-3 (iii)
Roving Enquiry Support’ 12-15 (ii)
Visual Interface Design and Digital Cultural Heritage: A Guide to
‘Winds of Change: Libraries and Cloud Computing’ (Goldner)
Rich Prospect Browsing (Ruecker, Radzikowska & Sinclair)
24-8 (iii)
		 (book review) 9-10 (iv)

Y

W

Werf, Bran van der & Clive Billenness ‘Planets Project:
Preserving Delicate Digital Materials’ 26-9 (i)
Whitworth, Drew ‘Media and Information Literacy for
Postgraduate Research’ 30-1 (i)

Young, Hannah ‘Reading Lists and myReferences: Improving
Referencing’ 26-9 (ii)

Z

Zylstra, Robert & Carolyn Doi ‘Meeting User Expectations: a
User Experience Lesson From Apple’ 16-17 (ii)
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4-5 (i)
‘References, Connections, Corrections and Mendeley’
(Tattersall) 11-12 (iv)
Referencing software
EasyBib 4 (iv)
EndNote 7-8 (iv)
Mendeley 11-12 (iv)
myReferences 26-9 (ii)
Ruddock, Bethan & Jane Stevenson ‘Creating Linked Open
Data for Library and Archive Descriptions’ 19-20 (iv)
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Snap Bird – search beyond Twitter’s history

Archivist
http://archivist.visitmix.com
Google Reader
www.google.com/reader
Snap Bird
http://snapbird.org/
TwimeMachine
www.twimemachine.com

Photo: © Pakhnyushchyy | Dreamstime.com

Image: © Maa-illustrations | Dreamstime.com

A Twitter stream is fluid. After a period, tweets disappear and
can be unrecoverable via Twitter search. If for any reason,
you wish to collect, save, and analyse Tweets, then there are
several alternatives that are freely available. Snap Bird is one
such site. Snap Bird allows you to search through your tweet
history. You can use it to view your old tweets dating back
several years. You simply enter your Twitter username in
the search box and leave the search term blank to get Snap
Bird to pull up all of your old tweets. You will get a list of
100 tweets to start, and you can continue to go back by 100
tweets at a time. Interestingly, you can also search for any
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WatchKnowLearn - free educational videos
Imagine thousands of short videos, and other media,
explaining many topics taught to school kids. Imagine them
rated and sorted into a giant directory, making them simple
to find. WatchKnowLearn is a non-profit online community
devoted to this goal. They believe that everyone should have
the same opportunity to learn. To make this a reality, they
invite teachers, instructors and educators to suggest videos
for inclusion into their directory, and then to review, approve,
and assign those videos into appropriate categories using a
wiki framework and philosophy. The videos are the highest
quality found on the web and cover all major educational
topics from elementary to secondary schools (or age range
1–18), and are Kid Safe. It is simply a lot easier than going
directly to YouTube. One thing I will add, however, is that the
range of videos to date on the site is small. It doesn’t begin to
compare with YouTube but that was never their aim. Their
aim is to aid us in sourcing good quality educational videos
for young people.
WatchKnowLearn has indexed over 20,000 educational
videos, placing them into a directory of over 3,000 categories.
The videos are available without any registration or fees to
teachers in the classroom and to students at home 24/7.
Users can dive into the innovative directory or search for
videos by subject and age level. Video titles, descriptions, age
level information, and ratings are all edited for usefulness.
The website invites broad participation in a new kind of wiki
system, guided by teachers.
WatchKnowLearn has
additional plans such as to
catalogue and create tens of
thousands of excellent, short
videos, so that a teacher
or student can quickly and
easily find a top-quality
educational video on
absolutely any topic.
WatchKnowLearn
www.watchknowlearn.org
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Twitter user’s timeline or any Twitter user’s favourites. You
can also search your friends’ tweets, tweets that mention you,
and your sent and received direct messages.
There are also similar sites such as the Archivist.
TwimeMachine is another alternative that will pull your older
tweets into a single webpage, starting with the most recent.
It is restricted to your last 3,000 tweets and you can only view
25 at a time.
If, however, you are simply interested in saving just your
own Tweets then Google Reader is an option. Here, you need
to locate the RSS feed for your Twitter account and subscribe.
Then select the “Browse for stuff” option under the “All Items”
drop down menu in the upper left hand corner of the Google
Reader screen and click on “Search”. Enter your username
here and the feed will appear in the search results. Finally,
click on “Subscribe”. This, in effect, will mean that all your
tweets will be saved from that point forward. This makes your
archive of Tweets searchable at a later date.

Hacking in libraries... and 3D printers

Photo: Bre Pettis, MakerBot CEO, with the Replicator™ © MakerBot Industries

As information becomes more digital, libraries are striving
to redefine their roles. In the US, there is movement to
create “hackerspaces”. This is where DIY hobbyists share
sophisticated tools and their expertise. One example is the
Allen County Public Library, in Fort Wayne, Indiana which has
created a hackerspace inside a trailer in its parking lot. The
rationale for this decision by many of the librarians is that
they are seeing the library as not being in the book business,
but being in the learning business and the ‘expand your
mind’ business.
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In this hackerspace, they have tools such as a CNC router, a
computer-controlled power tool that cuts wood, plastic and
some metals. The Maker Station also has a lathe, scroll and
band saws, an electronics bench and an injection moulding
machine, which makes objects by heating up recycled plastic
chips. The pièce de résistance is the 3D printer, which can
produce plastic objects based on a computer file. Ultimately,
the aim of these hackerspaces is to provide a place where
people gather to share their knowledge and help each
other make whatever project they are currently working on.
Bring it on...
While I am on the subject... 3D printing is becoming more
and more accessible to the public. HP, for instance, have
recently launched the DesignJet 3D. The Designjet 3D turns
three-dimensional CAD drawings into tangible prototypes
by extruding partially molten ABS plastic in extremely fine
layers one atop the other, forming the entire 3D model in a
single piece from the ground up. There is also a DesignJet 3D
Colour version.
MakerBot Industries is New York-based producing open
source hardware, specifically 3D printers. MakerBot has the
goal of bringing desktop 3D printing into the home at an
affordable price. The Thing-O-Matic is MakerBot’s second
3D Printer kit. The Thing-O-Matic shipped with many of the
common upgrades that had been built for Cupcake CNC
printers previously. MakerBot Industries hosts an online
community called Thingiverse where users can post files,
document their designs, and collaborate on open source
hardware. The site is a collaborative repository for design
files used in 3D printing, laser cutting services, and other
DIY manufacturing processes. The MakerBot Thing-O-Matic
3D printer comes with a new larger MakerBot Automated
Build Platform v2.0 that will keep printing and printing...
automatically.
The MakerBot allows you to have a print queue where
your machine will clear the build surface between builds by
printing, then ejecting. It prints objects one after another,
turning the MakerBot into a little high-production factory that
sits on a desktop. Best of all, this is completely automated:
you hit print, and the machine does all the work. Want to
print 100 butterflies? Easy. Want to print an entire chess set?

Photo: The Replicator™ with a printed chess set © MakerBot Industries
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No problem. Want to start a business selling printed things
that you have designed? Yes, 3D printers are here to stay.....
HP DesignJet 3D
www.hp.com/go/designjet3D
HP DesignJet 3D YouTube video
http://youtu.be/vhm9Wz-A0-Y
MakerBot Industries
www.makerbot.com
MakerBot YouTube video
http://youtu.be/pXxWCnn4YLI
Thingiverse
www.thingiverse.com
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coming soon...

coming soon...
May: focus on blended and elearning

Your articles, photographs, reviews, thoughts and suggestions for the journal are always welcome,
just contact Catherine Dhanjal on catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.com or call +44 (0)800 998 7990.

August: focus on Web 2.0 & 3.0
November: focus on mobile technology
Our Group chairman, Anthony Hugh Thompson
provides a history of the MMIT Group and journal
each issue from May to November this year. MMIT is
38 years old this year!
Plus our regular items:

MMIT National Conference 2012. 17th April 2012, University of Sheffield, UK.
Reduced budgets? Increased impact!
Increasing LIS impact with new technologies

Features
News
Reviews

Illustration created using www.wordle.net

Technology roundup

Don’t forget to book your place at the
MMIT Group National Conference!
17th April 2012, University of Sheffield, UK
Online booking form: http://tinyurl.com/d6qteh7
See more on the conference on page 3
If undelivered please return to MmIT, 1 Yew Tree Cottages, Woldingham, Caterham, Surrey, CR3 7EA, UK
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